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Rates of Computational Errors for Scoring the SIRS Primary Scales

Elizabeth A. Tyner and Richard I. Frederick
U.S. Medical Center for Federal Prisoners

We entered item scores for the Structured Interview of Reported Symptoms (SIRS; Rogers, Bagby, &
Dickens, 1991) into a spreadsheet and compared computed scores with those hand-tallied by examiners.
We found that about 35% of the tests had at least 1 scoring error. Of SIRS scale scores tallied by
examiners, about 8% were incorrectly summed. When the errors were corrected, only 1 SIRS classifi-
cation was reclassified in the fourfold scheme used by the SIRS. We note that mistallied scores on
psychological tests are common, and we review some strategies for reducing scale score errors on the
SIRS.
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The Structured Interview of Reported Symptoms (SIRS; Rogers,
Bagby, & Dickens, 1991, and now SIRS-2; Rogers, Sewell, &
Gillard, 2011) is an individually administered structured interview
intended to evaluate the prospect that symptoms of psychopathol-
ogy are feigned. The SIRS has 172 items, primarily designated as
“Detailed Inquiries” or as “General Inquiries.” Most of the items
(n � 168) yield a score of 0, 1, or 2. The Primary Scales of the
SIRS are scored by summing selected items. Primary Scales gen-
erated from General Inquiries (i.e., Rare Symptoms [RS], Symp-
tom Combination [SC], Improbable or Absurd [IA], or Reported
vs. Observed [RO]) comprise seven, eight, or 12 items. Primary
Scales generated from Detailed Inquiries (Blatant [BL], Subtle
[SU], Severity [SEV], or Selectivity [SEL]) comprise 15, 16, or 17
items.

To compute the score for RS, SC, IA, or RO requires searching
the booklet for colored symbols printed next to scores and collect-
ing those scores for summation. Computing scores for BL, SU,
SEV, and SEL requires counting or summing certain endorsed
items on two separate pages of detailed inquiries—some of these
items are shaded, and some are unshaded. Then the sums on each
page are summed and recorded on the front cover of the SIRS
booklet. Rogers et al. (2011) referred to these processes as “simple
tasks” (p. 29). The publisher of the SIRS (Psychological Assess-
ment Resources) does not provide a computerized scoring method
for the SIRS or SIRS-2. All scores are generated by the counting
and arithmetic skills of the person who administers the test.

Method

We were interested in the rate at which errors occur when
scoring the SIRS. We located in case files completed and scored
SIRS test protocols that had been administered at a large inpatient
forensic assessment facility from March 1993 to April 2010. We
first note that we collected 172 cases. During the same time period
at this facility, several thousand Minnesota Multiphasic Personal-
ity Inventory-2s (MMPI-2; Butcher, Dahlstron, Graham, Tellegen,
& Kaemmer, 1989) were administered. In general, at this facility,
the SIRS was a follow-up assessment to the MMPI-2 and now the
MMPI-2-Restructured Form (Tellegen & Ben-Porath, 2008/2011),
especially when those tests indicated the presence of feigning. We
did not note a single instance in which the SIRS had been admin-
istered as a stand-alone assessment.

We identified the professional level of the examiners for each of
the 172 records, which included 94 by psychologists, 51 by psy-
chology interns, 10 by postdoctoral psychology trainees, nine by
psychology practicum students, and eight by one psychiatrist. To
minimize potential disclosure of error rates for individuals, we
evaluated rates of errors by psychologists and nonpsychologists
(students, interns, postdocs, and psychiatrist; see Table 1).

We entered the scored responses to each item and the computed
scores into an Excel workbook. We note that it was not possible,
in general, to evaluate the accuracy of the score assigned to an
examinee’s response. Some examiners recorded the examinee’s
response to every query (yes, no, sometimes). Some merely circled
the score they assigned to the item. Once the item scores were
entered into Excel, we verified them and corrected any misentries.
We then generated formulas in Excel to sum up the appropriate
items to generate the primary scale totals. We then compared those
totals with the totals computed by the examiners and identified
errors of computation. When Excel indicated there had been an
error in scoring, we once again checked our data entries against the
values recorded in SIRS booklets until we were sure the error was
from the examiner and not from our data entry.
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Results

An error was defined as a discrepancy between the scale totals
recorded by the examiner and derived by Excel. There were a total
of 108 (7.8%) errors in 1,376 (i.e., 172 � 8 primary scales)
opportunities to make an error. Table 1 summarizes the number of
errors by record form: 60 of 172 (34.9%) records had at least one
primary scale computed score error. Almost all errors were errors
of computation. A few errors were so discrepant (e.g., 17 vs. four)
that they most likely were transcription errors (e.g., the total for
one scale was assigned to another). There were six psychologists
who administered the SIRS—all are currently board certified in
forensic psychology by the American Board of Professional Psy-
chology. All of these psychologists made at least one scoring error.
In 31 of 94 occasions (33.0%), psychologists made at least one
scoring error. In 29 of 78 occasions (37.2%), nonpsychologists
made at least one scoring error.

Table 2 demonstrates that errors were not evenly distributed
among primary scales. Except for the RS, SC, and IA scores,
which are obtained by simple summing of items identified by
color-coded symbols, there appears to be no great advantage for
psychologists in avoiding errors.

We were interested in what the consequences of these errors
were to classification of primary scale scores and to the overall
classification of the SIRS performance. Primary scores are classi-
fied as Definitely Feigned, Probably Feigned, Indeterminate, or
Honest. These four categories comprise a potentially broad range

of scores, and so a computational error might not result in any
change of primary score classification. Of 108 scoring errors, 23
scale scores (21.3%) resulted in a different classification for the
primary scale when the error was corrected. Sixty records had at
least one error in the computation or transcription of the SIRS
primary score; 17 records had instances of primary scores that
changed scale classifications when computed correctly.

Overall SIRS performances can be classified as Definitely
Feigned, Probably Feigned, Indeterminate, or Honest. Of the 17
records with at least one primary scale misclassification, when the
primary scales were correctly classified, only one record changed
overall classification—from Probably Feigned to Definitely
Feigned. Although it is tempting to view this outcome as an
indication of robustness of the SIRS against overall misclassifica-
tion from computational errors, in this one instance, RS should
have been scored 5, but was scored 4. A miscount of 1 point for
one scale changed the overall classification of the record (see
Table 3).

Discussion

We note that rates of errors seem to increase with the complex-
ity of the scoring process. The simplest computations are for RS,
SC, and IA. The rates of errors for those primary scales were about
3%–6%. Finding the values for SEL and SEV requires finding
sums twice. The rates of errors for those primary scales were about
10%–15%. Finding the values for SEL and SEV involves count-
ing, but finding the values for BL and SU involves summing and
involves discriminating between shaded and nonshaded items to
find the values to sum. The rates of errors for BL and SU were
about 18%–27%.

RO would seem to involve the same process as finding the
values for RS, SC, and IA—one takes the sum of various RO items
across a number of pages. What we noted was that, unlike the
items comprising RS, SC, and IA, the RO items often had two
scores for a single item, a 1, and then a 2, if the queried symptom
became worse. The presence of two scores likely explains the
higher rate of errors for RO of about 9%.

Being aware of the susceptibility of examiners to make errors is
the first step in overcoming them. We offer suggestions on how to
check a SIRS protocol for potential errors. First of all, we note a
simple method to immediately identify errors in sums for BL, SU,
SEL, and SEV on Detailed Inquiries I and Detailed Inquiries II. It
is straightforward algebraically to demonstrate that the sum of BL

Table 1
SIRS Record Error Rates

Number of errors Number of records Psychologists Nonpsychologists

0 112 (65.1%) 63 49
1 32 (18.6%) 15 17
2 18 (10.5%) 11 7
3 5 (2.9%) 1 4
4 3 (1.7%) 3 0
6 1 (0.6%) 0 1
7 1 (0.6%) 1 0

Note. SIRS � Structured Interview of Reported Symptoms.

Table 2
Rate of Computational Errors for SIRS Primary Scales

Primary scale Errors Psychologists Nonpsychologists

RS 5 (4.6%) 1 (1.7%) 4 (8%)
SC 6 (5.6%) 1 (1.7%) 5 (10%)
IA 3 (2.8%) 1 (1.7%) 2 (4%)
BL 29 (26.9%) 15 (25.9%) 14 (28%)
SU 28 (25.9%) 20 (34.5%) 8 (16%)
SEL 11 (10.2%) 5 (8.6%) 6 (12%)
SEV 16 (14.8%) 9 (15.5%) 7 (14%)
RO 10 (9.3%) 6 (10.3%) 4 (8%)
Total 108 58 50

Note. There were 108 computational errors for Primary Scale score in
172 records. Eight chances for error per record. There were 1,376 chances
for error. Rate of errors � 7.8%. SIRS � Structured Interview of Reported
Symptoms; RS � Rare Symptoms; SC � Symptom Combinations; IA �
Improbable or Absurd; BL � Blatant; SU � Subtle; SEL � Selectivity;
SEV � Severity; RO � Reported versus Observed.

Table 3
SIRS Primary Scale Classification Errors

Derived scale
classification

Correct scale
classification

Instances of
misclassification

Honest Indeterminate 3
Indeterminate Probable 5
Probable Indeterminate 3
Probable Definite 2
Definite Probable 6
Indeterminate Definite 2
Definite Indeterminate 1
Honest Definite 1

Note. SIRS � Structured Interview of Reported Symptoms.
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and SU should always equal the sum of SEL and SEV for each set
of Detailed Inquiries and for the final totals. Examiners should add
BL � SU and compare with SEL � SEV for each set of Detailed
Inquiries. Then examiners should compare BL � SU with SEL �
SEV for the total scores. Any inequalities immediately identify
errors in scoring. Unfortunately, equalities do not necessarily mean
the items were summed correctly.

Examiners might consider other strategies to minimize compu-
tational errors on the SIRS and SIRS-2. The most straightforward
check would be to ask a colleague to review the record for errors.
A more involved method might be to transfer scores from the
14-page SIRS booklet into another medium (e.g., a spreadsheet)
for summing. Examiners could enter item scores by primary scale
onto a single page (e.g., some scoring summary page they created
for themselves) and avoid depending on their working memory to
keep track of scores as they go through the booklet. It is also easy
to set up an Excel workbook to enter the items scores and to
instantly score the SIRS primary and secondary scales. This would
be helpful, especially because the SIRS-2 has a much more com-
plex hurdled approach to overall classification than does the SIRS.
This hurdled approach to decision making is easily accomplished
in Excel or other spreadsheets and precludes examiner errors in
making hurdle decisions. One need only enter the items scores and
verify them, and then computational errors are eliminated. It is
most desirous that the SIRS publisher develop some scoring soft-
ware to eliminate the problems of computational and decision
errors.

We note, however, that errors in scoring psychological tests
occur at every level, including transferring the items scores to
another medium for scoring (Allard, Butler, Faust, & Shea, 1995;
Allard & Faust, 2000; Simons, Goddard, & Patton, 2002). Allard
et al. found that over 50% of the time, an objective personality
contained at least one scoring error (by mistallying), and about
20% of the time, the error was sufficiently significant to alter the

clinical interpretation of the scale. Allard and Faust found similar
results when looking at three different tests, but they also found
mistakes when items responses were keyed into computer pro-
grams. They also discovered that one scoring program was refer-
encing the wrong norms to derive T scores. We echo the recom-
mendations of Allard and Faust (2000) that “[Testing]
sites . . . perform a fairly straightforward audit of their scoring
practices to determine risk for gross errors” (p. 127).
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